Dear parents and caregivers,

Welcome back to term 3, we hope that you have had a good holiday break! This term our theme is ‘book adventure’. Please see page 2 for an overview of our term 3 goals.

Over the holidays most of our plants did not survive therefore the children have been involved in harvesting seeds from the plants and replanting them. We water the plants everyday and children discuss what helps them to grow.

This term we have some new robotic class pets! They are ROBO fish. We have 3 of them and the children have helped name them already:

Just a few reminders about this term:

- **Please send a change of clothes for your child**—As the weather warms up we will be doing more water play. If your child is wet and uncomfortable we will need to have clothes to change them into. This also means they have spare clothes in case of an accident.

- **We are a nut free preschool!** This is a school rule. There are children in the school that are highly allergic to nuts. Nuts include Nutella, Peanut Butter as well as any bars containing nuts. If you are unsure please see a staff member and we can go through this in further detail with you.

- **Children need to be dressed in uniform**—This is a school rule however we understand that some days this isn't possible.

- **Please let the centre know if your child is away**—We are trying to get our attendance up and unexplained absents to a zero! With your support we will be able to achieve this.

Thank you for your support and we are looking forward to a new and exciting term.

From the preschool staff.
Our focus this term is book adventures. Here are some of the topics we will be covering:

- Emergency services (fire evacuations)
- Toileting and hand washing
- Nose blowing
- Revision of sounds
- Critical thinking
- School buddies
- Mathematical concepts etc.
  - Measurement, order, colour, shape, size, and counting.
- Books—reading and evaluating
- Local Aboriginal Language
Photo Highlights From Term 2
We have created with play dough

We have practised out cutting skills with scissors

We have drawn our families with chalk

And spent time making funny glasses.

We have been having lots of fun.

Come in and see all of the creative things we have been doing.